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About This Game

First off: Duel Jousting was created with love, and all assets are custom.

• 5 Game Modes (Standard, Duel, Arena, Retro, Local CO-OP)

• Standard mode consists of maps with stages, many new maps unlock as you beat stages in any one map (50 stages)

• Arena Mode is survival with waves of enemies that get thrown at you repeatedly, and get harder each wave, major leveling up
and money is to be won here (you can unlock more Arena maps as well)

• Retro Mode is a fun and simple 16-Bit Mode (Powerups disabled, class system replaces it)

• CO-OP allows you to play with your Friends in almost every game mode except "Duel Mode"
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• Duel Mode is a special mode with special rules: Each time you enter and are a different level you will be matched with an
enemy at your level. Duel mode can only be done once per level since rewards are so high.

• In Game money shop where you can buy power-ups, weapons and armor, and many other goods.

• Level up with RPG stats and make your character powerful. (Level cap is 20 right now)

• Over a dozen Power-ups that randomly drop from the sky and help you win the battle.

• Customize your Jouster in the character customizer, change your dragons skin, suit up armor, etc.

• Achievements unlock in game rewards.

• Xbox controller support (FULL)

• New content is added with updates

As you play any game mode, destroying enemies will give experience points, then you will level up and become faster on
ground, air, and have an increased attack and defense (FULL RPG STAT SYSTEM, *refer to screenshots)

Customizing your dragon is fun, and makes you look amazing. But it's not all about looks, the armor gives defense boosts.
Currently there is a 4 tier armor system.

The shop is fully setup with tons of items to help you on your way, and is expandable, most importantly it is NOT A REAL
CASH SHOP.

Over a dozen powerups randomly drop from the sky that aid the player in battle. Each time you play any stage or powerup
supporting game mode, you never know when or where they will drop.

20+ achievements available

Every green egg is worth 2000 points, which adds to your High Score of that particular map, reaching a certain High Score in
any map will unlock rewards, but it is not the only way to unlock many things.

After 5000 points you get+1 life after 10,000 points gained you get +1 life again (this is to help in higher stages and end game
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content)

"The Hunter" a special AI enemy appears randomly from the green eggs if you do not get them in time, they will chase you
down, but killing them yields reward

Once you get reduced to 1 life, your dragon loses its jouster, but your dragon can still bite the enemies
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Title: Duel Jousting
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ShadowInk Designs
Publisher:
ShadowInk Designs
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 160 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c - compliant sound card

English
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duel combat inflatable jousting game. duel jousting. joust duel tier list

Cool but tough new monsters added and cool weapons.. Awesome game with Free-2-Play Baggage!

Pros:
 + Funtastic gameplay! Match 3 + PVP + RPG + skill shots = WOW!
 + Great art style & graphics!
 + Rich themed music!

Cons:
 - RNG on summoning new monsters
 - RNG on summoning new monsters
 - RNG on summoning new monsters

Although I don't recommend this "early access" game, I want this game to be a wild success and hopefully the devs at Reentry
Games will read this review. I know I only have 5 hours into the game and at only level 35 w/all my monsters are level 12, I
stopped playing PVP when I got to rank 20 because I can already see how RNG will kill this game.

If you could implement a system like League of Legends where everytime you win a PVP match you get some sort of in-game
currency to save up for a monster of your choice. Right now, it is all luck of the draw. I could put $50 into the game and still
end up with 2-star cards. That's no fun.

Yea yea, I can keep playing story mode to level 40 to test my RNG (and probably get another 1-star card), then keep playing
PVP to grind gold so I can get to level 60 to test my RNG again (and probably get another 2-star card).

Ember Strike has another form of currency called "essense" where you can actually pick which monster you want. I think this is
Reentry Games way of getting rid of the RNG, but it actually promotes it. You achieve essense at the end of PVP season or
when you get duplicates of the same monster. The higher rank in PVP you are, the more essense you get. So if you have good
monsters from the get-go, you will be racking up essense no problem. Snowball effect. As for getting duplicates, RNG is also a
killing blow here. If you're lucky, you'll get a new card. If you're unlucky, you'll get a duplicate of one of your many 1-2 star
cards. Then the vicious cycle repeats. You stay ranked low in PVP arena, get miniscule essense, grind PVP to get gold to level
up your monsters to get 100 summoning stones in story mode. Get another crappy monster or duplicate, repeat.

The gameplay in this Ember Strike is so unique. I hope Reentry Games can find a new way to gain cash to make this game a
wild success!. Has a lot of potential. I like the transitions between space exploration and internal fights a lot. It feels like it needs
to be a little smoother and maybe a tad slower... I don't meen the action or the fights... just the pacing and the movement. At this
point I can't reccomend it but I want to see it improve!. Extra 11 levels which require more skill, timing, and of course patience
to complete them.
. The game suffers from a few design decisions which I found personally very frustrating. I have not logged a lot of play time,
however I have watched a few tutorial videos and have learned that this is not a gap in my understanding of rules\/controls, but
is in fact how the game was designed to be played.

Fundamentally what bothers me about the game is the fact that you are not building consistent trade that develops and grows
over time. Instead every turn the resources demanded by planets and the prices are re-rolled, and all your convoys from last turn
are removed, and you basically have to plan things from scratch. This is enjoyable for a few turns but quickly becomes tedious,
especially with larger empires. It is frustrating to invest five minutes thinking through an excellent trade route, only to have it
removed the next turn (and with no way to recreate it). Not only that, but it removes an element of long term strategy from the
game as I do not expand based on optimizing my current trade network, but instead expansion is best done through a simple
greedy algorithm (grab the best, nearest planet every time), since the world will compleltely change next turn.

I would accept the fact that you basically start each turn from scratch trade-wise if the controls of the game made it very easy to
set up new trade (and the only difficulty being thinking through and optimizing things - aka the fun part!). Instead everything
from the camera control (the game would honestly be better if they scrapped the whole planetary system thing and replaced it
with a board game style system with no third axis of rotation to mess the view up), to the ui\/menus (no way to see what the
second resource a corporation wants to trade is - you can only see the resource it wants that turn, you need to zoom in to see text
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after clicking on a planet, and the tooltips are awful), to setting up trade (watch a tutorial: even the devs have trouble clicking
back, and trade, and travel, and figuring out what the hell is going on). The single most frustrating aspect is the system of fleets,
which mean that if you are creating a very large trade route, and you have almost finished it, but the last planet you want to visit
doesn't have enough fleets (or fuel or whatever) to visit, then you need to undo the ENTIRE trade route, then add fleet to the
planet, then redo the entire trade route (being able to add fleet while making a trade route would help here). It feels as though
the game was only tested on tiny three planet systems, and the devs didn't bother to see how controls work with larger systems.

My two main issues compound to make the game unplayable for me. While I would personally enjoy creating long term
strategies over the turn-by-turn optimiziation the game instead asks for, I understand how this system can also be fun and
challenging, and was willing to give it a shot. However with the aweful controls, having to re-think everything turn-by-turn
makes the game too frustrating and slow to be playable.

. This game is short and really fun. The music alone is worth the price. An XBOX controller and a good pair of headphones is a
must.. Is this a good game? Don't know. Crashes during the tutorial.. Ted McPain isn't the only dead thing Voltar is bringing
back!
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All three of these characters bring some pretty unique abilities to change up playstyles. Well worth to get if you're into the
game.. A worthy prequel to SC2VN in every way.

The thing I liked most about it was the realism with which they portrayed the xenophobia of the protagonist. It rings true for a
lot of what I've heard about the mindset of serious players in Korea, and I'm glad they didn't pull those punches.

It frustrates me so much to see so many narrative-focused indie developers constantly revolving their stories around these twee
hipster saints - characters without a mean-spirited or prejudiced thought in their precious little minds. People aren't like that.

I get that they're trying to be sensitive to the social and political climate - that the impact of bigotry is so close to the surface
now, and so frequently - but it never comes across that way. It always reads as childish and dull, somewhere between wishful
and sheltered.

This excellent game does not have that problem. Highly recommended.. A single-player game requiring full online connection
all the time?
Pffff...
Stable connection is not always guaranteed since I do travel.
I'd support and play this and see it all the way through if it weren't for the atrocious online requirement.

Oh, and the invert y-axis option (mouse) is either broken or non-existent.
Sorry. I'm old school.. +1 Worth checking out for puzzle fans

Charming, polished, and interesting puzzles. Scratches the puzzle itch quite nicely. Not exactly the best game to play after just
eating popcorn. It's pretty fun rhythm game though!. What are you doing reading reviews smh.
Just go buy it.
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